STOP ABUSE
REPORT ABUSE

WE ACT TOGETHER TO ENSURE YOU ARE SAFE AND TREATED WITH DIGNITY

You have the right to FREE humanitarian aid & all humanitarian workers are PROHIBITED to ask for any money, goods, favours or any inappropriate acts

You are beautiful.
If you give me your phone number I can make sure you get more aid

If you believe you, or any other refugee, is mistreated by a humanitarian worker please REPORT it. We will always listen and seek to address the issue.

STOP ABUSE & REPORT TO staff from any agency below or a trusted member of your community

Logos of all organizations should be here. I need missing logos

You can report abuse by writing the complaint and putting it in the complaint box, sending the email about on ...@gmail.com or calling this number: +387...

Information is kept private and making a report does not affect your right to humanitarian aid.